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Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and 
Science at Key Stage 1.

The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  These will 
include cultural heritage, education for mutual understanding and health education.

BBC Radio Ulster
Medium Wave 1341 kHz

North West 792 kHZ
Enniskillen 673 kHZ

Tuesday 1105 - 1120
From 13 Januray -

23 March      

Series Producer: 
Bernagh Brims

The series provides a training ground for the development 
of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils.  Using a mixture 
of story, song, rhyme, discussion, poetry and music, 
all locally based, the programmes are designed to 
encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate 
the imagination of young children and to extend their 
awareness of their own environment and heritage.

The themes chosen for the term are linked to allow a 
progression of ideas to fl ow from week to week, linked by 
the theme On the Move.

1. Vehicles    13 January
2. Forces   20 January
3. Road Safety      27 January
4. A Day in the Life of a Letter     3 February
5. House for Sale           10 February
6. The Getaway Hen   24 February
7. Red Fred the Fox               2 March
8. Wind                                                                    9 March
9. Flight                    16 March
10. Nellie the Elephant   23 March

* Please note no broadcast on 17 February*

Presenters Michael McDowell and Libby Smyth

 Programmes
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Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape-record programmes.  By using the pause            
button sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  
Many of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them 
again.

After the Broadcast

Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up activities 
are given in the Teacher’s Notes or are made during the broadcasts. Teachers might like to consider 
covering some or all of the following aspects after the programme.

• Discussion and/or recall of broadcast.
• Re-tell the story.
• Art or craft work.
• Topic or project work
• Singing songs/repeating rhymes.
• Number work.
• Drama/acting the story/role play.
• Written work.

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters will always be 
welcomed and acknowledged.

Teacher’s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the series works in the 
classroom.

To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or 
suggestions to:

The Producer
One Potato, Two Potato
BBC Broadcasting House
Belfast
BT2 8HQ

Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council for Northern 
Ireland.

One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004
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13 January                                              Programme 1                             by Ann Burnett

The theme of this term is ‘on the move,’ beginning this week with vehicles.  Libby and Michael look at 
how various vehicles are powered, and also include other machinery - and even people.  What ‘fuel’ 
do we need?  (Next week’s programme looks at forces, and ‘push and pull’)

Poems
                                           Aeroplanes, Aeroplanes

 Aeroplanes, aeroplanes, look where they fl y.
 Aeroplanes, aeroplanes, high in the sky.
 Their engines are noisy, they make a loud hum.
 Now I’m a plane.  Look out!  Here I come!

     By Barbara Ireson

 There’s a Hole in My Pants

 There’s a hole in my pants,
 It’s our washing machine,
 It’s eating our clothes,
 Not washing them clean.

 As it churns round and round,
 It snorts and it snickers,
 Chewing holes in Dad’s shirt
 And ripping Mum’s knickers.

 It swallowed a sock.
 We can’t open the door,
 It’s bubbling out soapsuds
` All over the fl oor.

 There’s a monster that lives
 In our washing machine.
 It’s eating our clothes,
 Not washing them clean.

              By John Foster
Story

An alien visits Earth and tries to fi nd out how things work.
Hello, this is a report from Captain Flixxon on Planet Earth to Home Base, Planet Zozz. 
I landed safely on Earth yesterday and have already found a home to stay in.  It is with Step Hen who 
is a Hugh Man and lives with two bigger Hugh Mans called a Mum and a Dad and a very wee Hugh 
Man called a Baby.  Step Hen says his name is Stephen but the letters in his name say Step Hen, so 
that is what I call him...

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004

Vehicles
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Song
 The Runaway Train

 ‘Twas in the year of eighty-nine,
 On that old Chicago line,
 When the winter wind was blown’ shrill.
 The rails were froze,
 The wheels were cold,
 Then the air brakes wouldn’t hold,
 And number nine came roarin’ down the hill.

 Oh! The runaway train came down the track and she blew, 
 she blew,
 The runaway train came down the track and she blew,
 she blew.
 The runaway train came down the track,
 Her whistle wide and her throttle back,
 And she blew, blew, blew, blew, blew.

 The engineer said the train must halt and she blew, she blew,
 The engineer said the train must halt and she blew, she blew,
 The engineer said the train must halt,
 He said it was all the fi reman’s fault,
 And she blew, blew, blew, blew, blew.

 The fi reman said he rang the bell and she blew, she blew,
 The fi reman said he rang the bell and she blew, she blew,
 The fi reman said he rang the bell,
 The engineer said it was just as well,
 And she blew, blew, blew, blew, blew.

     words by Robert E Massey  

After the programme

words for discussion:- vehicle; steam train; drum (inside a washing machine); jet fuel.

-   List as many vehicles as the class can think of.  What makes them move? e.g. petrol, diesel,
    electricity, wind, human activity (bicycles and rowing boats).
-   How is the vehicle steered or controlled?
-   Ask the children how they usually come to school.  Each draws their method on a small 
    square of paper and then display these on a bar graph. (count, sort and compare)
-   From a safe location, preferably inside the school grounds, do a traffi c survey of vehicles 
    which pass outside.  Decide in advance what is to be  listed - or give different children
    one characteristic to be noted e.g. type, colour, number of wheels, purpose, if any obvious
    e.g. delivery vehicle, taxi, bus, digger, emergency vehicle.
-   Make or invent a vehicle from junk material (real or imaginary).  Ask the children to design
    their invention fi rst, and to select materials and draw their plan before they begin.  Decide
    in advance where possible construction diffi culties might arise, and how to overcome 
    them.
-   Expand the topic of energy by looking at some sources within the home - what works by

Vehicles One Potato, Two Potato
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    electricity, batteries, oil, gas, microchips, manually?
-   Choose one vehicle (such as a bicycle, which could be brought into class) and fi nd out all                  
    the different materials it is made from (probably metal, plastic, rubber and maybe fabric
    such as nylon on the seat).  Look at the wheels, saddle, bell, brakes, refl ectors, chain,
    handle-bars and frame.
-   Discuss steam trains and how they work.

NB  The Giant’s Causeway Steam train runs everyday in July and August.  The Railway Preservation 
Society is based in Whitehead and runs the Portrush Flyer for three Saturdays in the summer as well 
as running Easter Bunny and Santa specials.  The Downpatrick steam train runs at weekends in July 
and August also at Halloween and Christmas.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science
Carrying Out and Making:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: 
   assemble and rearrange materials, record
   observations  in a simple form; explore
   different ways of making things.

Materials:   Pupils should be given opportunities to:
   explore the properties of materials including shape,  
   colour, texture and behaviour.

Physical Processes:   Pupils should be given opportunities to:
   fi nd out about the range of energy sources   
   used in school and at home.

Geography
Jobs and Transport:   Pupils should have opportunities to: learn   
   about some of the means of transport used for the  
   movement of people and goods.

Maths
Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: help design  
   an observation sheet and use it to record a set of  
   data leading to a frequency table (e.g. the colour of  
   cars passing the school).

History   Pupils should have opportunities to develop: a   
   sense of the past by identifying obvious   
   differences between past and present.

Art  
Materials:   Pupils should have opportunities to: make three  
   dimensional structures by assembling and joining 
   a variety of materials.

Vehicles One Potato, Two Potato
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Cross-Curricular Links

Vehicles One Potato, Two Potato
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20 January                            Programme 2                               by Ann Burnett

Following on from the last programme on vehicles, this week Libby and Michael look at forces in 
relation to movement, and in particular push and pull.

Poems
 
 We’re Racing

 We’re racing, racing down the walk,
 Over the pavements and round the block.
 We rumble along till the sidewalk ends -
 Felicia and I and half our friends.
 Our hair fl ies backwards.  It’s whish and whirr!
 
 She roars at me and I shout at her
 As past the porches and garden gates
 We rattle and rock
 On our roller skates.

                               By Phyllis McGinley

 The Swing

 The wind blows strong and the swing rides free,
 And up in the swing is me, is me.
 And the world goes rushing by,
 And one of these days I’ll swing so far
 I’ll go way up where the sea birds are
 And plant my feet on the sky.

  By Marchette Chute

Story

Geraldo was a large salt and pepper coloured cat.  He loved food, so he was very large indeed.

One day Geraldo peered through a cat fl ap quite far from his home, and his yellow eyes lit up.  Two 
dishes of food.  Geraldo didn’t even stop to think.  He squeezed his head through the cat fl ap, which 
was quite small - and after all, he was a very large cat.....

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004

Forces
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Song

 Round and Round

 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round, round and round,
 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round and round.

 Pedals turn the chain round,
 Up and down, round and round,
 Pedals turn the chain around,
 Going round and round.

 Legs push the pedals,
 Turn the chain,
 Turn the back wheel round,
 Going round and round, and round and round.

 Fingers on the brake levers,
 Squeeze them tight to slow the bike,
 Brake pads push against the wheels,
 Stop them going round.

 Pump the types up with air,
 Check the spokes, and oil the gears,
 Be seen at night, turn on your lights
 When you’re riding round.

 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round, round and round,
 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round and round.

 By Bill Roberts & Mike Grocott

After the programme

words for discussion:- forces; a ‘salt and pepper’ cat; cat fl ap.

-   Talk about pushing and pulling - and the main characteristics of these forces 
    e.g. they move things
           make them speed up or slow down
           they stop things
           cause things to change direction
           cause things to change shape
    Think of examples of all these and discuss.
-   Discuss some items that the children propel themselves by pushing and pulling e.g.     
    skateboard, rollerblades, bicycle, swing, sledge.  What ‘force’ is used to move them, stop 
    them, change direction?
-   Set up an experiment with a suitable plank of wood propped up at an angle - not too steep.  

Forces One Potato, Two Potato
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    Measure the distance a variety of toy vehicles travel when rolled down.  Why do some of 
    them go further?  (weight, type or size of wheels?).  Alter the gradient and measure again.
    Compare what has happened.
-   Look at wheels  - one of the earliest examples of technology invented to make movement 
    easier.  Study how they work with only a small area touching the ground at one time.  
    Compare with methods of moving before they were invented, when objects had to be 
    dragged against friction.
-   Bring a bicycle into the classroom and discuss its parts and how they work.  Look at the
    brakes in particular - set the front wheel spinning and watch the brake blocks gripping
    the rim when the hand brake is pulled.
-   As a class, design a playground or theme park where all the activities have to be operated
    by pushing or pulling.

Story Comprehension

• What was the big ‘salt and pepper’ cat called?  (Geraldo)
• Why was he large?  (he ate too much)
• Where did he get stuck?  (in a cat fl ap)
• What had be been trying to do?  (sneak in to eat some food)
• What were the names of the cats who lived there?  (Mozart and Haydn)
• How did they get Geraldo out?  (Mozart and Haydn pushed him from the front and the other cats 

pulled from behind)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Forces One Potato, Two Potato
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27 January                    Programme 3                       by Katy Clarke

Taking care on the roads.

Poem

 Follow the Rule

 Follow the rule
 At play and at school.
 Cross where you can
 See the green man.

 Be like Joe Slow
 Just take your time
 And you will be fi ne
 Wherever you go.

 Follow the rule
 At play or at school
 ALWAYS cross where you can
 See the green man

      By Katy Clarke

Story

About the adventures of Nick Quick and Joe Slow when they went to play at the skateboard park.

Song

 Stop Look Listen  
                       (to the tune of Three Blind Mice)

 Stop look listen
 Stop look listen
 Take great care
 Take great care
 Be sure it is clear when you cross the road
 Use the Pelican crossing or green cross code
 Stop look listen
 Stop look listen

   words Katy Clarke

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004

Road Safety
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The Road Safety Branch of the DOE recommends that children under seven should not be taught the 
Green Cross Code, but the much simpler points STOP, LOOK and LISTEN

 Over a period of time...
 children should be taught to STOP
 LOOK and LISTEN before crossing any
 road.  This requires constant supervised
 practice.  They must clearly understand
 each of the three words and know 
 what it is that they are LOOKING and
 LISTENING for.

 Young children lack traffi c experience
 and are not aware of the dangers which
 are obvious to adults.  They should
 never be near roads unaccompanied
 or cross roads on their own, since
 research had indicated their diffi culty in
 judging speed and distance accurately.
 They are not able to decide if traffi c is
 too near, so they must be taught that it 
 is only safe to cross when there is no
 traffi c coming at all, and to ask for help
 from an adult or older child.

 Department of the Environment
 ROAD  SAFETY  EDUCATION OFFICER SERVICES

If this message had been properly understood and practised, from the ages of 7 to 9 children should 
be taught to use the GREEN CROSS CODE

 X  First fi nd a safe place to cross,
      then STOP.
 X  Stand on the pavement near
      the kerb.
 X  LOOK all around for traffi c
      and LISTEN.
 X  If traffi c is coming, let it pass.
      LOOK all around again.
 X  When there is no traffi c near,
      walk straight across the road.
 X   Keep LOOKING and LISTENING
                                                    for traffi c when you cross.

 
 Safer places to cross are:-
 

• PEDESTRIAN  CROSSING
• SUBWAYS
• BRIDGES
• TRAFFIC  LIGHTS

Road Safety One Potato, Two Potato
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• WHERE  THERE  ARE  TRAFFIC
      ISLANDS  IN  THE  MIDDLE  OF
                                                    THE  ROAD

• WHERE  A  POLICEMAN,  SCHOOL
     CROSSING  PATROL  OR  A 
     TRAFFIC  WARDEN  IS  
     CONTROLLING  TRAFFIC.
 
 Department of the Environment
  ROAD  SAFETY  OFFICER  SERVICES

*Contact the Road Safety Education Offi ce at the DOE for further information, advice and       
classroom material.*

After the programme

words for discussion:-  Pelican crossing; elbow and knee pads (for skateboarding); ramps; a 
crossing (on the road).

-   Discuss any aspects of road safe appropriate to your class and environment.
-   Talk about any particular hazards in your area e.g. water, a round-about, farm machinery.
-   Make a pretend zebra crossing in the classroom or school yard, so the children can practise    
    their Green Cross Code.
-   Talk about safety issues in a playground and how to play safely.  
-   Practice ‘Stop, Look and Listen’ or ‘Green Cross Code’ routine in safety.  (Make sure 
    they properly understand what they are looking and listening for).
-   Invite the lollipop man or lady into the classroom to discuss their job and answer 
    questions.  (It might be a useful class exercise to discuss and prepare some questions
    in advance).
-   Talk about some places other than roads where extra care is needed e.g. car parks. 
-  Discuss some conditions which require extra care e.g. when it is dark, icy or slippery
     (fallen leaves), or there is an obstruction on the pavement.

Story Comprehension

• Who was ready to go to the skateboard park fi rst?  (Nick Quick)
• Who wrote a note to his Mum to tell her where he was going?  (Joe Slow)
• Where did Joe cross the road?  (at the Pelican Crossing)
• Who was very good at skateboarding?  (Nick Quick)
• Did Nick Quick wear a helmet?  (No)
• Why did Nick nearly get knocked down?  (he was thinking about buying crisps and stepped on the 

road without thinking.
• What was smashed?  (his skateboard)

Road Safety One Potato, Two Potato
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: express 
  thoughts, feelings and opinions in response
  to personal experiences, literature and media
  activities.

PSHE  Through group work, role-plays, simulations etc pupils  
  should have opportunities to talk about: themselves and  
  others - their growth, safety and and avoidance of danger.

PE
Safe Practice:  Pupils should recognise and follow relevant rules and  
  safety procedures for different activities.

Cross-Curricular Links

Road Safety One Potato, Two Potato
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3 February                                                        Programme 4                    by Jennifer McCully

Today’s programme follows the journey of a letter from when Brian writes it in Portadown until it is 
delivered to his Granny in Coleraine.

Song If You Want to Send a Letter Get a Stamp
       Words: Jennifer McCully 
                  Music: trad, American

 

 
 

verse 2 Fix your stamp upon the envelope top right,
 Fix your stamp upon the envelope top right,
 If you fi x it day or night
 It must always go top right,
 Fix your stamp upon the envelope top right.

verse 3 With a fi rst class stamp to send it on its way,
 With a fi rst class stamp to send it on its way,
 It will get there the next day
 For it surely will not stray
 With a fi rst class stamp to send it on its way,

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004
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Information

Royal Mail in Northern Ireland collects from over 2400 post boxes.  To process and transport the mail 
they use 28 main sorting and delivery offi ces and nearly 1200 vehicles.

The Belfast sorting offi ce – the Automated Processing Centre – is equipped with the latest technology 
and has the ability to machine sort mail right down to individual postmen’s deliveries for every part of 
Northern Ireland.  The Optical Character Viewing Machine can scan and read 30,000 items an hour.  
For those addresses it cannot read – whether because of poor hand-writing or omitted post codes 
– an image of the address is transmitted to a VDU screen where the address is read, and the post 
code keyed in by hand.

After the programme

words for discussion:- letterbox, post code, stamp, padded envelope, post card, air mail
letter, to be ‘delivered’, to be ‘sorted’.

- List and discuss the different items which can be sent by post, as in the story
i.e. a letter, postcard, padded envelope, parcel, airmail letter.  Bring in samples
of each if possible.

- Write letters   : to each other
                            : to someone at home
                            : to a member of the school staff e.g. the cook, the lollipop person
                            : to a class member who has left or is off ill
- Talk about different sorts of letters e.g. thank you letters, invitations, birthday cards,

get-well cards, congratulations.  Design cards with pictures.
- Make a chart of the journey of a letter, adding in modes of transport.
- Try to arrange a class visit to the post offi ce.
- Talk about how letters are sorted, weighed, franked.
- Practise writing an address correctly.
- Set up a ‘post offi ce’ in the classroom.  Make paper folders to hold leafl ets and forms.  Set up a 

stack of boxes for sorting the mail – these could be labelled alphabetically.  Set up some weighing 
scales and provide a selection of parcels of different weights and sizes (many young children 
confuse larger with heavier).  Provide some rubber ink stamps and an empty margarine tub with 
a damp sponge, and of course a wide range of writing materials, and the all important post box.  
Other classes might like to write letters, and these could be collected and delivered – after being 
sorted – by the ‘postmen.’

- A wide range of mathematical experiences could be experienced e.g. by sorting ‘parcels’ in a 
number of ways, by size, shape, heaviest to lightest, biggest to smallest etc.  Speculate and 
discuss fi rst before weighing and measuring.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Writing:                                           Pupils should have opportunities to: write in 
                                                          a variety of forms, including letters, invitations,
                                                          greeting cards etc.

A Day in the Life of a Letter One Potato, Two Potato
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Maths
Measures:                                         Pupils should have opportunities to: compare and
                                                           order objects, developing and using mathematical
                                                           language associated with length, weight, capacity area;
                                                           appreciate important ideas about  measurement
                                                           including the need for appropriate accuracy and 
                                                           the meaning of graduations on measuring instruments.

Handling Data:                                  Pupils should have opportunities to: sort everyday
                                                           objects and talk about the reasons for sorting; collecting
                                                           data and recording it in a range of ways:

Geography
Jobs and Transport:                        Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:
                                                           some of the jobs people do; 
                                                           some of the services people need (e.g. choose an essential       
                                                           service such as the post and fi nd out about the journey of a        
                                                           letter between two destinations);
                                                           some of the means of transport used for the 
                                                           movement of people and goods.

Cross-Curricular Links

 

A Day in the Life of a Letter One Potato, Two Potato
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10 February                                         Programme 5                          by Rhoda Watson

Continuing the theme this term of ‘on the move’, in today’s story, Tom is very reluctant to move house, 
and decides to dissuade anyone from wanting to buy his parents’ house.

After the programme

words for discussion:- a ‘for sale’ sign; to be sold; baby monitor.

- Has anyone in the class moved house?  How did they feel?
- Do they know what was the reason for their move?  (bigger house, change of job?)
- Did they move far – or from a different street or town – or even country?
- Where have any newcomers to the class come from?  How did they feel about the move?
- Write class letters to someone who has left.  Might they exchange letters with the new class their 

ex-classmate has joined?
- Can the children think of an occasion when they had to do something they didn’t want to?  How 

did it turn out?
- Discuss what it feels like to try something new.
- Write a description of your house as if you were selling it.  Or design and draw a poster advertising 

your house for sale.

Story Comprehension

• What was Tom’s friend called?  (Patrick)
• Why did the Brennan’s need a new house?  (they needed more room now they had Baby Rosa)
• Who did Tom phone?  (the estate agent, to tell them the house wasn’t for sale)
• Where did Tom hide?  (in the big cupboard in his bedroom)
• What did he tell his mother and the strange lady?  (he was hiding from the rats)
• What did the lady do?  (she believed him, and left!)
• What did Tom decide to do with the baby?  (run away from home)
• How did his parents discover his plan?  (they heard him talking to Rosa on the baby monitor)
• What did Tom fi nd when he went to see the new house?  (a swing)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk  
  about real and imaginary experiences and about   
  people,places, things and events.

Writing:  Pupils should have opportunities to write in a variety of  
  forms including letters, descriptions of people or places,  
  greeting cards.

Geography  Pupils should have opportunities to: draw and use   
  simple picture maps; use a simple plan or map; explore a  
  map of  the world to locate their own country.

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004
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Cross-Curricular Links

House for Sale One Potato, Two Potato
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24 February                                            Programme 6                       by Martin Waddell

Martin Waddell’s lovely story describes the adventures of Brown Hen as she sets off to explore a 
‘world with no roof’,

Poem

                               Five Brown Eggs in a Nest of Hay
                               (to the tune of Five Currant Buns)

                                     Five brown eggs in a nest of hay,
                               One yellow chick popped out to play.

                               Four brown eggs in a nest of hay,
                                                        Another yellow chick cheep-cheeped 
                                                        Good Day.

                               Three brown eggs in a nest of hay,
                               Crack went another one, hip hooray.

                               Two brown eggs in a nest of hay,
                               One more chick pecked his shell away.

                               One brown egg in a nest of hay,
                                                        The last yellow chick popped out to say,
                                                        Hello Mum!

                     *Hold up the correct number of fi ngers for the chickens for each verse*

Story

Brown Hen lived in a cage in a house full of hens. She sat in the light, and warm air, and soft music 
played, but she never saw night or the light of the stars……

Then one night things went wrong.  Someone pulled a switch by mistake, and the lights fl ickered 
out and the warm air turned cold.  The soft music stopped and the doors of the cages popped wide 
open……

B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2004
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Song
                            Chick, Chick, Chick, Chick, Chicken

Words and Music: Holt, McGhee and King
        

After the programme

words for discussion:-  wagtail; chute; to fl utter.

- Talk about Brown Hen’s adventure e.g. how she escapes, who did she meet, where did she 
go, what happened?

- Bird migration.  A project on the birds who fl y away to warmer countries for the winter, 
(swallows) and those which winter here from the colder north, (geese, ducks and swans).

- Spring is a time of year for bird watching, especially at feeding grounds along the coast and on 
lough shores.  Particularly good places are Strangford Lough, Carlingford Lough, Oxford Island 

Nature Reserve, Lough Foyle and Lough Erne.  

The Getaway Hen One Potato, Two Potato
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and say  
  poems; listen to; tell and re-tell stories based on personal  
  experiences, imagination, pictures and literature.

Geography
The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: some  
  plants and animals from their local area e.g. identify  
  animals that hibernate or migrate.

TheGetawayHen OnePotato, TwoPotato
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2 March                                             Programme 7                          by Albert Crawford

This week’s programme follows the journey of Red Fred as he sets off to live in town with his family 
of cubs.  They meet other creatures on the way, a rabbit, a badger, otters and some blackbirds.  The 
programme looks at where they all live and talks about Red Fred’s new environment as he sets up 
home as an ‘urban fox’.

Song

                   A Fox Went Out
                   To the traditional tune

                      A fox went out on an autumn night
                   And asked that the moon would give him light
                   For he’d many miles to go that night
                   Before he reached the Town O
                   Town O, Town O
                   He’d many miles to go that night
                   Before he reached the Town O

                   And here are some of the folk we met 
                   Doey in her burrow and Brocky in her sett
                   And Olive in her holt doesn’t mind getting wet
                   But we’re all off to the Town O
                   Town O, Town O
                   Olive in her holt doesn’t mind getting wet
                   But we’re all off to the Town O

                   And now Red Fred has his journey done
                   They met some creatures and they had some fun
                   But they must be in bed by the rising sun
                   For now they are living in the Town O
                   Town O, Town O
                   They must be in bed by the rising sun
                   For now they are living in the Town O
      
  (words) Albert Crawford

Story Comprehension

• What did Libby see at her dustbin?  (a fox)
• Why did Red Fred decide to leave the country?  (because of hunting people)
• Who went with him?  (his wife, Vixie, and ten cubs)
• What was Mrs Brocky Badger doing?  (cleaning out her sett)
• Why was the river a problem?  (the cubs couldn’t swim)
• Who helped them, and how?  (the Otter family carried them across on their backs)
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• What was the oldest fox cub called?  (Flash)
• Why was Red Fred being so friendly to the blackbirds?  (he wanted them for breakfast)
• Which town did Red Fred move to (Aughnacloy)
• Where did they make their new home?  (in an old car, on a dump)

After the programme

words for discussion:- brush (i.e. fox’s tail); to ‘rummage’ in a dustbin; burrow; sett; holt; cubs; 
webbed feet (otter); sly grin; a pointy snout.

- Talk about some of the creatures Red Fred and Vixie met on their journey, and their homes 
e.g. Doey and Jack Rabbit and their burrow.  Mrs Badger and her sett.  Olive Otter and her holt.

- Talk about why a fox might decide to leave the country and move in to town (disappearing 
hedgerows, roadway construction, less access to farmyard food).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography
The National Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: some  
  common landscape features; some plants and animals  
  from their local area; fi nd out how people’s actions can  
  affect plants and animals e.g. by cutting down trees or  
  taking away hedgerows.

Science
Living Things Plants
and Animals:  Pupils should be given opportunities to fi nd out about the  
  variety of animals and their young, including how they  
  grow, feed move and use their senses; fi nd out ways in  
                                            which animal behaviour is infl uenced by seasonal change.
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Cross-Curricular Links
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9 March                                          Programme 8                         by Pam Ramage

About all sorts of wind, how it affects us and the uses we make of it.  (Next week we will be looking at 
an associated topic, fl ight).

Poem

  Wind

  The wind can be a gentle breeze,
  Or strong enough to blow down trees.
  Feel it soft upon your face,
  Or blowing your hair all over the place,
  Scudding clouds across the sky,
  Sending kites fl ying high.
  Waltzing with waves, fi lling up sails,
  Whipping along in a gusty gale.
  The wind can be fi erce,
  The wind can be strong,
  Tugging your clothes,
  Whirling you along.
  Feel it cold upon your skin,
  Watch it taking leaves for a spin,
  Howling, storming, soft without sound,
  You can be sure the wind
  Keeps moving around.

                                     By Pam Ramage

Story

Little Billy Breeze was bored.  He looked around for something to do and saw Mr Greenwood sitting 
reading his paper in the park.  He was wearing a hat.  Billy grinned to himself.  Now for some fun…
Whoosh!  A sudden gust of wind blew Mr Greenwood’s hat off his head.

“Bother!” he said, putting his newspaper down on the seat to run after his hat.  He had just got settled 
again, when whoosh…little Billy Breeze sent it fl ying again.

Song
  Listen to the Wind
  To tune of Sing a Song of Sixpence
  
  Listen to the soft wind
  Rustling the leaves,
  Moving through the grasses,
  Rippling over seas,
  Touching hands and faces,
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  Ruffl ing our hair,
  Gently sending wisps of smoke…
  High into the air.

  Listen to the wild wind
  Wailing in the trees,
  Bending twigs and branches,
  Making us all freeze,
  Whistling down the chimney,
  Rocking boats at sea,
  Blowing brollies inside out…
  Oh, so gleefully.

                       words Pam Ramage

After the programme

words for discussion:- nephew; gusty; wind chimes; hurricane; tornado; wind farm

- Look out of the window and discuss how you can tell if it is windy outside.
- Talk about other things that might tell you it is a windy day e.g. washing blowing, leaves or rubbish 

blowing in the street, clouds racing.
- List all the names for wind the children can think of, and put them in order from lightest to 

strongest e.g. breeze, gale, hurricane, tornado.
- Think of words we use to describe wind e.g. gust, puff, whirl, wail.
- If appropriate for your class, talk about wind blowing from a certain direction, and the difference in 

North, South, East or West winds.
- Talk about old style windmills compared to modern day wind farms.
- Tie a piece of fabric on a pole and demonstrate how a wind sock is used at an airport.  Why do the 

pilots need to know the direction of the wind?
- Make kites or hand-held windmills.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography
Weather:                      Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:
                      the weather in their local area; changes in weather 
                      through the seasons; how weather affects peoples lives; 
                      the weather in other places.

English                   Through talking and listening activities, pupils should
                      develop the ability to: express thoughts and feelings; 
                                               share and co-operate in pairs or group activities.
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Cross-Curricular Links
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16 March                                     Programme 9  by Albert Crawford

Following on last week’s programme on wind, this week Libby and Michael will be looking at fl ight, 
and telling two contrasting stories.

Poems People Can’t Fly
 We can run like a dog or hop like a frog
 We can walk, we can crawl if we wish
 We can climb up a tree like a young Chimpanzee
 We can swim like the seal or the fi sh
 But away up so high in the lovely blue sky
 Where the sparrow and eagle can go
 Our birds dive and swoop and play Loop the Loop
 But we’re stuck on the ground here below.

 Just think of the Hawks and the Parrot that talk   
                            And the Butterfl ies yellow and red
 While Martin and Lark can fl it through the park
 And the Swans that fl y far overhead.
 The Blackbirds he sings, then on bright shiny wings
 Flies away to the top of the tree
 The Robin and the Wren and even the Hen
 Can fl y – but we can’t you and me.

                                   By Albert Crawford

 Fly Away
 Have you ever seen crowds of birds in the clouds
 And wondered just where they go
 When they can’t fi nd their food in meadow or wood
 And the Cavehill is covered with snow?

 Where will they get seeds or worms or bright weeds
 When Jack Frost makes the garden like stone
 And the North wind blows cold and Winter takes hold
 And the Redbreast is there all alone?

 I know where they fl y away up in the sky 
 In fl ocks or in V’s or long lines
 For there’s plenty of seeds and fat worms and weeds
 In the land where the hot Sun still shines.

 They rise on the breeze when the lake starts to freeze
 With a twitter and whirr of the wing
 But know they’ll be back with a song or a quack
 When the daffodils peep in the Spring
                        
                                                              By Albert Crawford
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Stories

1.  A modern version of the Greek legend about Icarus who tried to fl y too close to the sun.

“Icky, Icky!” called his father, “Listen, you mustn’t fl y too high for if you get too close to the sun, it will 
melt the wax and the feathers  will fall out.  Don’t fl y near the sun, Icky!”

2. About a trip on a boat on Lough Erne which nearly ended in bad trouble, until a homing pigeon 
came to the rescue.

“Oh Mum, cried Billy, “I forgot to tie up the boat and it has fl oated away.  It’s gone.  I don’t see a sign 
of it anywhere…

After the programme

words for discussion:- wax; hawk; ostrich; pouter pigeon or racing pigeon; pier; life jacket.

- Collect pictures of different types of birds.  How many can the children identify?  How many have 
they seen?

-    Make paper darts or aeroplanes to fl y.  What difference does the weight of paper or size of 
     wings make?
- Draw some bird outlines and bring in some real feathers to stick on them.
- Do a project on bird migration.
- Talk about some other creatures that can fl y e.g. bat, fl ying fox, fl ying fi sh.
- Look at pictures and talk about water birds which have webbed feet for swimming.
- Think of some stories whose characters can fl y e.g. Peter Pan and Harry Potter.
- Being able to fl y is a good topic for creative writing.
- Many superstitions and folk lore are connected to birds e.g. magpies, seagulls

coming inland means a storm at sea, the ‘wise’ old owl.
- Make fl ight a stimulus for imaginative movement e.g. pretend to be a bird

soaring high, gliding, coming to land.  Think what it would be like to be
weightless in space.  Pretend to be an aeroplane taking off – run faster and 
faster and then glide smoothly.

- Talk about homing pigeons.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science
Animals:  Pupils should be given opportunities to:
  fi nd out about the variety of animal life both
  through direct observations and by using secondary  
  sources; fi nd out about some animals, including how they  
  grow, feed, move and use their senses.
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English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to, tell and  
  retel stories, based on personal experiences,imagination  
  and literature.

Reading:  Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and   
                                           understand a range of texts which are read aloud,   
  including those presented on tape or radio; explore  
  familiar stories and other simple texts with the teacher  
  using drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive  
  features.

PE
Gymnastics:  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop   
  body awareness through movement variations.

Cross-Curricular Links
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23 March                                             Programme 10                            by  Libby Bennett

To fi nish the term’s theme of ‘on the move’, this week’s music programme features the fl ute, and also 
includes the tiny piccolo, and the large bass fl ute.  The traditional story of Nellie is illustrated by a 
selection of music played on the fl ute.

Song
  Nellie the Elephant 

Words and Music: Ralph Butler and Peter Hart
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After the programme

words for discussion:- piccolo; bass fl ute; lullaby; circus parade; jungle; elephant herd.

- Talk about circuses.  Have the children been to one?  Have they seen one on television?
- Nowadays keeping animals in a circus is out of favour.  Talk about why this should be so.
- Talk about some of the elements that make up a circus – clowns, acrobats and trapeze artists.  A 

big top, ring master and the circus band.
- Listen to the programme again, concentrating on the music.  Do the children think each piece 

describes what it is meant to?

Nellie the Elephant One Potato, Two Potato
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- If there are a selection of recorders available in school, have a look at how their sizes relate to the 
pitch of their sound (i.e. the smaller the instrument the higher the sound).  Compare this with the 
fl utes heard on the programme – the tiny piccolo, the ordinary fl ute and the larger bass fl ute.

    

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music
Performing:  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop an   
  awareness of pulse and rhythm when singing and playing  
  instruments. Develop an awareness of simple features in  
  songs and accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 
  imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music; think  
  and talk about the features and effects of the music they  
  create, perform and listen to.

Cross-Curricular Links
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